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Introduction The management of advanced non-cancerous GI polyps can be challenging. Data on the impact of complex polyps Multi-disciplinary Team (ComP MDT) is lacking. Our aim is to evaluate the outcomes of ComP MDT in our hospital.

Methods ComP MDT was established in Barnsley Hospital in April 2018 &amp; held monthly. Data prospectively collected (Apr2018-Jan2019). ComP MDT team included advanced endoscopists, gastroenterologists and colorectal surgeon. All referrals were received internally with an initial plan. The outcome is approved after discussing each case to reach a consensus.

Results 53 cases discussed in 10 meetings. There were 29 males vs 24 females with a mean age of 68.1 years. 46/53 (87%) were colonic polyps (CP) compared to 7/53 (13%) upper GI polyps (UGIP). The most common indications for referring CP were: multiple polyps ranging from 0 to 3 polyps (33%), polyp size ranged 2-0mm (20%), morphology: flat & uncertain pit pattern (20%), difficult colonoscopy; long, loopy & fixed colons (15%) & difficulty location (22%). CP were situated mainly in the rectosigmoid 19/46 (41%) vs 17/46 (37%) in the right colon (caecum & ascending colon).

ComP MDT agreement with initial endoscopist lesion assessment was observed in 41/53 (78%). However, changes to proposed resection plan were recommended in 21/53 (40%). The range of SMSA score for CP was +4. 26/46 (57%) were level – polyps. Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) was approved and achieved in 25/46 (54%). Only one patient had complication with mild postpolyectomy bleeding that was managed conservatively as an inpatient. 6/46 (13%) were referred directly for surgical resection, 3/46 (7%) referred to tertiary centre, 7/46 (15%) were not fit for resection & 5/46 (11%) are awaiting EMR. Recommendations for type of bowel preparation, time dedicated to EMR, type of colonoscope & operating endoscopist were also advised.

Out of all CP reviewed at ComP MDT, two found to be cancerous polyps, one successfully removed surgically (confirmed adenocarcinoma) & the other managed conservatively.

Polyp type uncertainty was the reason for referring UGIP (5 gastric & 2 duodenal polyps). One gastric polyp resected successfully, three proven hyperplastic histologically & one referred for endoscopic ultrasonography. One duodenal polyp was resected & one directed to cancer pathway.

Conclusion ComP MDT changes the patients’ outcome in a significant number of referrals by directing patients to the appropriate intervention. Safe & successful resection of all advanced polyps which deemed resectable on ComP MDT was achieved. ComP MDT was able to pick up some cancerous lesions that were initially misdiagnosed as benign polyps.
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Introduction The gold standard currently for assessing adherence in individuals with coeliac disease is via duodenal biopsies, which is invasive and costly. In view of this, we assessed the utility of the CDAT and Biagi questionnaires for non-invasive assessment of gluten free adherence.

Methods Patients with an established diagnosis of coeliac disease, referred for further evaluation of dietary adherence and disease remission were assessed between January 2016 to December 2018. Patients were prospectively recruited, and
should we all be looking for marginal gains in endoscopy efficiency?

Introduction Demand for endoscopy in the UK has doubled in the last 5 years. In 2017, 64% of units failed to meet suspected cancer targets despite 66% of units having weekend lists and 27% outsourcing to external providers. UCL Cancer Collaborative (UCLCC) data showed demand can be met by improving efficiency. This is important in a resource-limited setting. Our Quality Improvement (QI) Project aimed to improve efficiency by improving turnaround time, non-attendance and on-the-day cancellations.

Methods The Endoscopy QI fellow, endoscopy unit manager and Gastroenterology service manager participated in the UCLCC Improvement Programme, and utilised QI methodology. We collected data from electronic patient records and scheduling system.

At baseline, we identified that underutilisation of lists was multifactorial. We introduced a turnaround nurse role to consent patients. Healthcare assistants (HCAs) and nurses were trained in cannulation. As poor bowel preparation contributed to cancellations, we introduced telephone pre-assessment to educate patients. Finally, the administrative team sent text reminders before appointments.

Results At baseline, our unit performed an average of 7.9 points per list, out of a planned 10. On average, 28.5 patients per month had procedures cancelled on the day due to poor bowel prep or inadequate fasting. After the introduction of pre-assessment, it improved to 23.5 per month, saving 5 procedures which would have had to be rearranged. The average points performed improved to 9.3 points per list.

The average DNA rate has improved from 9% to 7% after the introduction of text reminders. After the introduction of the turnaround nurse and HCA cannulation, turnaround time reduced from an average of 18 to 9 minutes between procedures. This could save 90 minutes over a 12-point list.

Despite these improvements, only 41.6% of lists are booked for 1–2 points. Inadequate staffing numbers and late start times are contributing factors. A start time audit showed that only 5 out of 27 lists in a week started within 10 minutes of supposed start times, a target for further cycles of this QI project.

Conclusions Multiple small improvements in efficiency can achieve significant impact on productivity. Interventions focused on turnaround time can reduce underuse of list time. Patient-centred approaches to procedural preparation may reduce squandered appointments. Sustainability of these improvements is difficult to assess in the short term but will be promoted by the continuing QI fellow role and implementation of endoscopy QI champions from the administrative and nursing team.
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Introduction Endoscopy Units throughout the UK are facing unprecedented pressures due to increasing demand with limited capacity. Our aim was to explore strategies to improve our endoscopy unit’s efficiency. In order to identify targets for improvement we sought to undertake a ‘Time and Motion’ study in the endoscopy unit.

Methods The study was conducted at Nottingham City Hospital Endoscopy centre between 13th January 2017 to 10th February 2017. Procedures included were gastroscopy, colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, bronchoscopy, therapeutic endoscopy and endoscopic ultrasound. From the time a patient reports to the reception to the time discharge was made the patients journey was mapped using the ‘time and motion’ principle. As part of this study, healthcare professionals and admission staff were asked to record the patient’s journey through endoscopy unit accurately and complete templates which were kept with the patient’s notes as they moved through the unit. Separate